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INTRODUCTION

The most value laden of all futures issues. are those raised by
contemporary biological research. The changes occurring in this
area are so rapid and potentially explosive that Gordon Rattray
Taylor has warned that we are sitting on a "biological time
bomb." The only way we can defuse this bomb is to clarify our
values and to take action now before it is too late.

Current bi&ogical research has reached thc point where we
must now confront such questions as: What should bc the nature
of the human in the future? Who should make these decisions?
flow should humans interact with the universe? The problems/pos-
sibilities of the biological revolution cannot be compartmentalized
because the ,. affect all areas of life. Teachers from social studies,
biology, health, and humanities have found that these i3sues can-
not be examined through the narrow perspective of only one disci-
One. However, examining the biological revolution through the
futures perspective enables students to take a multidisciplinary
approach to tomorrow's critical issues today.

Teachers can be aided in their work by the fact that theolo-
gians, doctors, humanists, government of ficials and researchers are
currently debating these questions. As a result, the new field of
bioethics has emerged. The American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science established a committee which has already issued
a report dealing with scientific freedom and responsibility. Thc
American Academy of the Arts and Sciences and the Institute on
Religion in an Age of Science have devoted cntirc issues of their
scholarly journals to values and the biological revolution. Those
who attended recent meetings of the National Council for the
Social Studies found that they were discussing biological issues,
while teachers who attended the annual meeting of the National
Science Teachers Association increasingly turned thcir attention to
social issues. Because of interest in these areas, teachers, adminis-
trators, and researchers have crcatcd thc American Educational
Research Association: Special Interest Group for Research on
Teaching of Science-Related Social Issues.
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This report win describe a series of values questions which,
combined %vith media, materials, and activities, can be used to
form a unit to help students examine the biological revolution
through the futures perspective. This unit can lw added to existing
courses or portions of it can be inserted wherever teachers think it
would be appropriate to involve students in values clarification
activities. Because our approach is multidisciplinary, we have in-
cluded materials that can be used in biology, psychology, gov-
ernment, science fiction, humanities, ,And futures classes.
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THE HUMAN AS BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY:
TIIE IMMEDIATE CONCERN

Before involving students in values clarification, it is impor-
tant to establish a positive atmosphere in the classroom. Students
will not feel free to share their ..)pinions unless an environment of
trust has been established. For this reason, the first activity is
uesigned to encourage students to learn to work together and to
begin conummicating with one another in a positive way.

YOUR BODYToday's Model

Before exploriAg the unknown, students should become fa-
miliar with the potential of the human body. The Blindfold Activ-
ity which follows helps students become aware of their own po-
tential by depriving them of one of their senses:

This activity dramatizes the way in which we use all our
senses. Ask for volunteers for this experiment, and divide the
class in such a way that each volunteer is the nucleus of a group.
"chose members of the class who did not volunteer can be the
helpers in this activity. Two or three helpers are needed for each
group.

To prepare for this activity, you will need a sheet of col-
ored construction pa;;,_r for each volunteer. Before class, cut each
sheet of paper into irregular shapes. Some of the sheets should be
cut into as many as sixteen pieces, while other sheets of paper
will be cut into fewer pieces. All the pieces from a single sheet of
paper should be placed into an envelope. In addition, you will
need scarves to blindfold the volunteers and a tralze for the win-
ning team.

het each team work in a different part or.° the classroom. If
possible, give the envelopes with the most numerous pieces to
thos, students who normally succeed in school. Do not tell the
volunteers anything about what they will I,- doing other than
they will be putting a puzzle together with the ndp of o

Blindfold the volunteers. Their ta,': is to put the construc-
tion paper back together by matching up the pieces, just the way
on would put together a jigsaw puzzle. Ilowevel, only the blind-
folded person may handle the pieces of paper. The other mem-
bers of the team may only give verhal instructions; they may riot
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touch the pieces of paper of the blindfolded person. Tell the
students that the winning team will receive a pri.Le. It is important
that all persons feel the pressure of competition with other
groups. As you walk around the room listening to comments, you
can keep the pressure on by informing the groups of the progress
of their competitors. In some classes, this activity may take the
entire period because the students will want to continue the proj-
ect to completion, even though another team has already fin-
ished.

Ask the blindfolded persons how it felt to be without one
of their senses. Ask the students which senses they used to solve
the puzzle. Did they feel as if their helpers were talking down to
them? Did the helpers try to encourage them or did they a6d to
the frustration? Did the helpers talk among themselves, ignoring
the blindfolded person? Did the blindfolded persons Feel the pres-
ence of others? flow 'very they affected by the pressure of com-
petition?

Now ask the helpers if they ever pointed to any of the
pieces of paper, even though the blindfolded person could not see
what they were talking about. Also ask them if they gave instruc-
tions such as "See that piece," and "Move it over there." Dow did
the helpers feel about what happened?

To conclude, ask the students what this activity has to do
with the Future studies. Some points they might mention are (I)
communicating effectively, (2) viewing the world from the per-
spective of someone else when making plans for the future, and
(3) becoming more aware of their own senses. Did the students
realize that this exercise was demonstrating the miracle of the
mind? In what ways did they use their brains in this activity? In
what ways might they use their minds and bodies more effec-
tively?'

To help students further appreciate the untapped potential of
their own bodies, show the National Geographic film series on the
human body and have them read the science fiction novel Fantas-
tic Voyage: An Amazing jourtlev through the Human Blood
Stream by Isaac Asimov (Boston: Ihnighton Mifflin Co., 1966).
For a better understanding of the potential of the human body
and mind working together, teachers can read The (fit/mate th-
/etc by (;eorge Leonard (New 'York: Thc Viking Press, 1975).

Through the film, the activity, and the science fiction litera-
ture students learn to look -at the hurnan body from different
perspectives. Trying on new perspectives is a very important con-
cept in futures 111;nking. To understand a changing world, futurists
maintain that we xvill have to look at new situations in new ways
to make the familiar strange and the strange familiar. Throughout
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this unit, students %yin be encouraged to become more aware of
unfamiliar valuts and to look aj their own familiar ones in new
%vays, as a means of helping them to understand nmre thoroughly
their own values.

YO UR BODYSpare Parts Available

Once a positive atmosphere has been established and the stu-
dents are truwe familiar with their own potential, they should
consider the question: (low far do we want to go in altering the
body for the future? We now have the potential for changing the
human body in a variety of ways and the residents of the 21st
century should begin thinking now about the type of humans we
want for the future. Throughout, we will be encouraging students
to ask the question: "Should we?" instead of "Can we?" when
considering the bto-technological revolution.

The activity in this section forces students to think about the
parts that they would be willMg to accept. The following con-
tinuum further involves students in values clarification:

Place the letters representing the following items on thc
continuum below, with 0 being the item you would be least likely
to want as a body part and 10 being the item you would be most
likely to want as a body part.

least
likely
to want 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

most

to want

a. A jaw bone that is made of experimental synthetic
materials

b. A tube of Dacron to replace diseased blood vessels
c. A ball in a cage which will serve as an artificial heart

valve
d. An artificial kidney
e. A kidney dialysis machine

Next add to the continuum thc letters of the following itcms
which would require human donors.

F. Blood transfusion
g. A cornea transplant
h. A kidney transplant
i. A skin waft
j. A heart transplant
k. A brain transplant
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Now circle the letters of the items whic h wou/1 be accept-
able to you if the donor were an animal, such as a cow.

you would be willing to donate organs frian your body
while you are still alive, list the body parts you would ilonatc.

a. b.

d.

Would you be more likely to donate such an organ to a
relative, friend, unke own person, or any of the three? Circle your
answer.

.4

I.ist the ori7ans you might be willing to donate to an organ
bank af.er your death.

a. b.
d.

In the space below, write your reasons for deciding to do-
nate or not to donate some of your body organs.2

Once students kive completed their own survey form, they
may w.,Int to share their opinions with each other. Students should
never be forced to reveal their responses. Using this survey will
stimulate a lively discussion of how we are currently remaking the
human body and the degree to which we should continue this
process in the future.

Frequently students refuse to believe that matiy of these
alternatives are present realities. To dramatize this point, show the
NIcGraw-Hill film Man-Made Man. Not only do the students see
the body parts mentioned in letters "a" through "e" on the con-
tinuum, but they become involved with the dilemma of Evelyn
Mokri who must decide whether or not to donate one of her
kidneys to her brother.

To help students understand the concept of the rapidly ac-
celerating rate of change and its impa,:t on the biological sciences,
teachers may want to use the charts contained in The Future of
the Future by John MclIale (New York: Ballantine Books, 1971).
For example, the chart on page 188 shows the rapid development
of antibiotics and illustrates the relationship between major medi-
cal advances and life expectancy. Teachers should then involve
their students in a discussion of how the rapidly accelerating rate
of change has already affected, is currently affecting, and will
continue to affect our values in the future.

11
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YOUR BODYTomorrow's Design

To further explore the issue or redesigning the human body,
ask the students (either individually or in groups) to design an
improved body ft),.- the future. As an alternative, they can create a
body to perforn a particular task or to live in a specific future
environment. 'Teachers should listen for the comments of individ-
uals who do not want to participate in this exercise. These stu-
dents should prepare a presentation on why redesigning human
bodies is not a wise alternative in planning for the fature. Students
should then compare their projects.

The values question will inevitably arise: should we be rede-
signing numans fo;. the future? At thi point, show 1?edesigning
Alan: Seience and Human Values (Harper and Row Publishers,
Inc.). This filmstrip reries was created by Marion and Michael
McDanield as a way of involving people in many of the values
questions posed by the biological revGlution. This series begins by
taking the viewers on a tour of a factory from Brave New World.
Students see how people have been designed to perform specific
tasks. They are suddenly bomght back to the present and find diat
similar issues are with us today. The filmstrip is a good introduc-
tion to Brave New World by Aldous Huxley (New York: Bantam
Books, Inc., 1962).

For students with low reading ability, teachers can recom-
mend several of the reatlings dealing with themes Inuit the biologi-
cal revolution in The Future: Can We Shape lt? edited by William
Goodykoontz (New York, New York: Scholastic Magazines, Inc.,
1973.)

An excellent resource for teachers is Pre-Aleditated Mau: Bio-
ethics and tlw Control of Future Human Life by Richard M.
Rcstak (New York: The Viking Press, 1975). While it contains
valuable scientific information, it is written in a popular style and
can be usehd as a way of interesting students in the new area of
bioet hies.

To learn how futurists use the concept of creativity and imag-
ination, teachers should read "What Futurists Can Learn fonn
Creative Problem Solvers," the chapter by Jay Mendell and
Michael McDanield in The A'ext 25 Years: Crisis and Opportunity
edited by Andrew A. Spekke (Washington, D.C.: The World Fu-
ture Society, 1975). Students will find that throughout this unit,
they will have to think creatively and imaginatively about the
biological revolution in order to finch solutions in keeping with
thei. values systems.

12
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GRAY: The Matter that Matters Most

Futurists and researchers also face significant values questions
when dealing with the human mind, an area about which we cur-
rently know very little. Exploring this arca presents tremendous
problems and possibilities.. This section asks the question: What
alternatives should we choose for the future developman of the
mind? The McGraw,Ilill film Miracle of the Mind and the Docu-
ment Associates film The Brain: creatinga Mental Elite introduce
students to the problems/possibilities of developing/controlling
the wind. The activity in this section encourages students to think
about six areas scientists arc exploring in an att:mpt to undeistand
thc mind better.

Students can use thc following chart to brainstorm the long-
range position and negative consequences of six possible methods
of mind development/control:

Have each group prepare a chart with the following six
heading: (I) Alternative Future, (2) Its Positive Long-Range Con-
sequences, (3) Its Negative Long-Range Consequences, (4) Steps
We Are Taking Toward This Alternative, (5) Is This an Alterna-
tive Future We Want to Prevent or See Realized? and (6) Why We
Feel as We Do. In column I, have the goups list the six alterna-
tive futures included below. Each group should discuss the pos-
sible consequences if each alternative future and then write their
collective responses on their chart.3

In planning for this activity, teachers may want to ask various
members of thc class to read science fiction novels and short
stories dealing with different types of mind control/development.
The Brain Revolution by Marilyn Ferguson (New York: Taplinger
Publishing Co., 1973x provides a scientific foundation from which
to discuss these issues, and, for this reason, is an invaluable teacher
reference.

The first possibility the students should consider involves
electrical stimulation of the brain (ESB), a method currently being
investigated hy Dr. Jose Delgado. The Terminal Man by Michael
Crichton (New York; Bantam Books, Inc., 1973) employs this
type of mind control and would add another dimcnsion to the
problems/possibilitics discussion of ES3.

The second avenue of research deals with the uses of positive
and negative stimuli. The psychologist B. F. Skinner who works
with this type of behavior modification wrote Walden Two (New
York: Macmillan, 1948) in order to further explain his ideas
through Fiction.
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A third alternative for mind control is described in We by
Yevgeny Zamyatin (New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1972, trans-
lated by Mirra Ginsburg). Students will find this account ex-
tremely interesting because it was written in the 1920's and antici-
pates modern psychosurgery.

Brave New World by Aidous Huxley explores a fourth alter-
native for mind controlthe use of drugs. Students become in-
volved in values clarification when considering this aspect of
future living, particularly through the column in the chart which
asks them to think about current steps we are taking toward this
type of future.

Mind control achieved through propaganda and subliminal
messages presents a fifth possibility. "The Subliminal Man" by J.
G. Ballard in The Mfrror of Infinity, edited by Robert Silverburg
(New York: Ilarper and Row, 1970), and 1984 by George Orwell
(New York: New American Library, 1949) provide students with
fictional examples of this alternative.

Self-discipline or control from within is an alternative fre-
quently neglected in a society which depends on the technological
fix to solve its problems. This alternative is described in Dune by
Frank Ilerbert (New York: Ace, 1965).

Futurists ,.'ress the importance of learning to think in terms
of alternatives. The exercise the students have just completed illus-
trates this concept. Just as alternative futures exist, so do alterna-
tive value systems. Students must realize that in identifying their
preferable futures, they will also have to identify their preferable
value systems.

PSYCHIC PIIENOMENA: A New Frontier

Having discussed the problems/possibilities of developing/
controlling the mind, students should next consider the future
potential of the mind. The following activity will encourage stu-
dents to explore an area about which we know very little:

This is an activity to help students determine their potential
for extrasensory perception (ESP). You should not try this activi-
ty with your class unless a good rapport has previously been
established. Students must realize that this is a serious classroom
activity. Students who do not wish to participate should not have
to do so.

Have the class sit quietly in a semidarkened room for ap-
proximately five minutes. The five minutes of calm is very impor-
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tant to relax the students and to make them more receptive to
the activity. 'Filen divide the class into pairs of students. Encour-
age students to choose as their ix.rtner someone with whom they
feel comfortable.

Give each pair of students five different colored sheets of
similarly textured paper. The class should agree on the names of
the colors. The object is to try to communicate, by means of
ESP, a color to another person. First, have each pair of students
prepare a sheet of notebook paper so that their attempts can be
recorded. Divide the sheet into two columns. Place the name of
the person who will be receiving during the first round at the top
of the first column, and the name of the person who will be
receiving during the second round at the top of the second ciii-
umn.

Th, persons trying to send the color should breathe deeply
and relax, should the persons who will be trying to receive the
color. The persons receiving should keep their eyes closed until
after they have said the name of the color. The persons sending
should look at the color and concentrate on sending it to their
partner. After concentrating, the person sending should hand the
paper to the receiver, who should quietly call out the color re-
ceived. Each person should try to send ten times, and the sender
should record the colors that were received correctly. Then re-
verse the roles and let the receivers become senders.

After this part of the activity is completed, ask the class
whether anyone was correct five or more times. Regroup the
students and place these people together. Let thcm send and
receive colors. Determine whether their acct. .icy improved or

minished.

You may want to explore answers to these questions. Did
any of the students who were receiving the signals practice ESP at
home? Were some students surprised that they might bt.- able to
receive messages in this way? Did some of the students have "skin
sight": did they "feel" the colors with their fingers? Were some
of the students receiving colors sent by a nearby group? Did the
students who received the message perceive a color or did they
"see" the printed word? You should explain that there is more
and more evidence that this is not an extrasensory power, but
that it involves senses which all human beings possess but which
are not fully developed.4

Along with the ESP activities, plan to show the Pyrai id Film
Meditation which visually represents the various states of con-
sciousness. The filmstrip series Introduction to Parapsyclzology,
Clairvoyance and Precognition and Telepathy (Multi-Media Pro-
ductions) narrated by a Stanford University professor, Jeffrey
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Smith, explores this area in still another way. Students may then
want to read The Demolisluq Alan by Alfred Bester (edited by
I xster Del Rev, (arland Publishing, Inc., 1975) which recounts
the experiences of someone who has psychic ability. Teachers %Yin
find the February 1975 issue of Saturday Review a valuable re-
source as it includes suggested bibliographies and definitions of
terms most common to the area of psychic research. Psychic Dis-
coveries Behiml the Iron Curtain by Shelia Ostrander and Lynn
Schroeder (New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1971) is also an excel-
lent resource for backgnnind material.

The concept which many futurists believe to be essential for
futures thinking is awareness. Teachers will find the book .Veze
Mind. .Vew Body by Barbara Brown (New York: I larper and Row
Publishers, 1974) discusses the importance of integrating the mind
and body as a step to full awareness. One important aspect of
values clarification is developing an awareness or the issues upon
which decisions must be made. Students must become tware of
their own values in order to participate in the futures decision-
ma k in g process.

CYBORG, CLONE, CIIIMERA, COMPUTER: Defining Humanness

Students who begin thinking about disposable body parts and
mind control eventually have to confront the issue of when a
human ceases to be human and becomes a machine. One way to
explore this issue is throu0 a role-playing activity. Set the stage
by telling the students that a millionaire had died and left a siz-
able sum of money to each of the following:

her clone:
a purple cyborg Who once saved her life:
a man with gills who lives and works in one of her underwater

factories;
her android butler; and
a computer connected to her detached brain.

Explain that the law in the year 2026 states that only "persons"
can inherit. The computer has claimed all of the money, arguing
that the woman is not really dead. The clone claims that she is the
only "person" among those named in the will and is, therefore,
entitled to all the inheritance. The millionaire's son who was disin-
herited for his work in the Society for the Preservation of Purity
Among I lumans claims that none of the above are "persons" and

16
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that he is entitled to the entire inheritance. Ilave various members
of the class role play the potential heirs and their at _ t or . s white
the rest of the class serves as a panel of judges Wh
the case. At the conclusion of the activity, ask the students to
identify the values on which they based their decisions.

The film Future Shock (McGraw-11111 Films) raises many of
the value laden issues set forth in this activity. Caves Qf Steel by
Isaac Asimov (Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1954) illus-
trates the problems of humans and androids interrelating. Teachers
will find Man Becomes Machine by David Rorvik (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday, 1971) another valuable resource because
of the manner in winch the author deals with this issue.

The concept emphasized in this activity is the int,:rrelated
nature of systems. Students need to realize that value systems
exist and begin to determine whether or not their values form a
unified system. The Club of Rome, one a the world's leading
groups of futurists, has turned its attention to an examination of
global values systems and their importance for the future. For
further informal:on on this project, see the Goals fm Global
Society," the chapter by Ervin I,aszlo in he .Vext 25 Years: CriAis
and ONmrtunity, edited by Andrew A. Spekke, pp 57-59.

17



THE DECISION MAKERS: WHO SHOULD THEY BE?

Once the students become aware of the issues raised by the
biological revolution and the crucial decisions which have to bemade now for the future, they are ready to discuss the questionpresented in the second chapter: Who should make these deci-sions? The :ndividual? An impa1 jat board? Religious or philosoph-
ical authorities? The government? .S:ientific experts?

THE BIOiDGICAL REVOLUTION: Life and Death Decisions

The first activityWhen it's life or death: How do you de-cide?is taken From Come Let Us Play God by Leroy Augenstein(New York: iLirper and Row, 1969). This book contains numer-ous examples of the moral dilemmas which Dr. Augenstein actu-ally confronted. To prepare for this activity, write the followingcase on a transparency in such a way that students learn only partof the facts at a time:

The sixty-six-year-old grandfather had both kidneys go bad,and there was great difficulty in maintaining adequate function
on a kidney machine. When cell matchings were run on the other
members of the family, it was found that the twenty-two-year-old
grandson's cells were remarkably similar to the grandfather's.
Thus if an operation were run, there was a good chance t:iegrandfather would live at least another year and perhaps two orthreeat most five more years. Ilowever, the loss of one kidney
would probably reduce the life expectancy for the grandson by asmuch as ten years, ink.ss there arc some really significant techno-
logical developments in the immediate future. In most cases aperson with only one kidney has an almost normal life expec-
tancy, but the attending physician said that this was probably notthe case here because the grandfather's kidncy failure appeared tobe the result of a genetic defect that runs in the family.

When I first talked to them the grandson said he was veryeager to donat, his kidney, whereas the grandfather was dubiousas to whethc ae ought to accept it. Would you recommend tothis family that they go ahead with the operation?

Before asking my next question, let me add another piece
of information. One reason I was called is that the grandfather
was an outstanding surgeon who saves between a hundred and

17
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three hundred lives a ear. Further, he was still operating, one
year past the normal retirement age, because he serves a large,
remote area, and for five years they have ben unsuccessful in
petting a younger man to come in and talc:: over his practice.
Now, would you advise the grandfather to accept that kidney? If

u are inclined to say yes, do you want to char:7 ycar vole
wile.. I tell you that the grandson has a two-year-old (laughter and

that his wife is pregnant aga;-? Furth..r, he is a promising
graduate student training for medical research. Thus, he might
conceivably make some discovery that would save many
thouswids of lives. However, that is only a hope, whereas the
grandfather's ability to save lives is more of a reality even at his
advanced age.

With all the facts on the table now, how would you advise
this family? Incidentally, would your vote be different if you
knew that either the surgeon or his grandson is a nice guy or a
foul-tempered so-and-so?-5

Point out that we are having to make these kinds or decisions
with less and less response time. In order to examine the psycho-
logical, moral, ethical, and legal aspects of these kinds of decisions,
ask the students to think in terms or What IF

I. the potential donor were a minor?
9 the doctor did not inForm the family about tip.; possibil-

ity or a transplant because he knew of no donor?
3. the family's religious beliefs precluded such an opel-a,

tion?
4. the grandsOn dies as a result or the opi-..ation?

To further emphasize that the biological revolution is already
underway, have the students keep a biological dilemma notebook
based on the reports that they have clipped from current newspa-
pers and periodicals. Allow class time for the discussion of these
materials. Be certain to have the students think in terms of the
long-range consequences of each discovery. Four Futures, edited
by R. A. Lafferty (New York: Hawthorn Books, Inc., I971,) ex-
plores themes from the biological revolution. In one scenario indi-
viduals in the future live to be 200. Since no one can be born into
this society until someone agrees to die, the government has estab-
lished an institution for this purpose. Before the person volun-
tarily agrees to die, the government will see that all unfulfilled
wishes come trueat government expense. Students should discuss
the ethical, moral, legal, and psychological problems posed by
life/death in this society. For further reading in this area, teachers
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should see the chapter entitled "Faustian Powers and Human
Choices: Some Twenty-First Century Technological and Economic
Issues" by Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Wiener in Environment
and Change: The Next Fifty Year:- edited by William R. Ewald,
Jr. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1968), pp. 101-131.

The concept Of hurnan choice is crucial to futures thinking.
Because of the lapidly accderating rate of change, humans now
must make decisions which people in the past did not nave to
consider. Values clarification is even more essential because of the
rapid rate of change and the myriad of new situations which con-
front us in making value judgments now for the future. Many
futurists point out that we must begin to clarify our values now
before the new situations arise. This is particularly important in a
time when the response rate is shortened and we are called upon
to make decisions both individually and as a society which will
have long-range impact on the future of humanity. For further
reading in the area of moral dilemma discussions, teachers should
see Ronald E, Galbraith and Thomas M. Jones, "Teaching Strate-
gies for Moral Dilemmas: An Application of Kohlberg's Theory of
Moial Development to the Social Studies Classroom" in Social
Education, January 1975, pp 16-22 and Lawrence Kohlberg,
-The Child as a Moral Philosopher" in Readings in Values Clarifi-
cation, edited by Sidney Simon and Iloward Kirschenbaum (Minn.
eapolis: Winston Press, Inc., 1973), pp. 49-61.

THE BIOLOGICAL REVOLUTION: Protecting Human Rights

The next activity asks the question, What additional guaran-
tees (if any) are needed for a bill of rights in the future? To
introduce this activity, show Human Issues in Sciences, a four-part
filmstrip/cassette series produced by Scholastic Magazines, Inc.
Through such cases as the Nazi concentration camps, the
Tuskeegee Project, and the Willowbrook State School, students
learn of past abuses in the area a medical experimentation and
then consider the various proposals for protecting human riOts
such as the Nuremburg Cock.

To begin the activity in this section, students should make a
list of possible developments in the biological revolution which
they beliee will occur during their lifetime. Next have them apply
the Bill of Rights to these developments. For example, do clones
have rights? Is implanting an electrode in the brain an invasion of
privacy? Does an individual have the right to die? Does the fetus
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have rights? What is the definition of "informed consent"? In
%vhat ways has the Constitution already been adapted to meet
changing needs? !low should the Constitution be expanded (if at
all) in the light of the biological revolution? Students may then
want to read the "Bill of Rights for 1984" by Richard Farson in
Worlds in the Making: Probes for Students of the Future, edited
by Mary Jane Dunstan and Patricia Garland (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970), pp. 361-367, and then compare it
with the rights of people living in 1984, written by George Orwell.
At this point students could also examine the Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights adopted by the United Nations.

The futures concept illustrated by this section is the interrela-
tionship of past, present, and future. While futurists see no rela-
tionship because of the rapid changes which are presently occur-
ring, most futurists believe that the decisions being made today are
affecting the shape of thc world of tomorrow. Students should
realize that becoming a futurist does not mean that all values from
the past have to be rejected. It is important to consider which
traditional values are worth preserving, particularly with respect to
the changes presented by the biological revolution.

Robert Theobald is one futurist concerned with preserving
values from the past. Ile describes the need to think seriously
about the implications of the biological revolution in his chapter,
"Toward a More Perfect Union," in The Next 25 Years: Crisis and
Opportunity, edited by Andrew A. Spekke, pp. 344-349.

TIIE BIOLOGICAL REVOLUTION: Applying the Controls

udents should next consider what biological research
should be funded, restricted, or prohibited now for the future. To
prepare for this activity, use the following chart from TIte Biologi-
cal Time Bomb to point out future possibilities:

TABLE OF DEVELOPMENTS

PI1ASE ONE: by 1975

Extensive transplantations of limbs and organs
Test-tube fertilization of human eggs
implantation of fertilized eggs in the womb
Indefinite storage of eggs and spermatozoa
Choice of sex of offspring
Extensive power to postpone clinical death
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Mind-modifying drugs: regulation of desire
Memory erasure
Imperfect artificial placenta
Artificial viruses

PHASE TWO: by 2000

Extensive mind modification and personality reconstruction
Enhancement of intelligence in men and animals
Memory injection and memory editing
Perfected artificial placenta and true baby-factory
Life-copying: reconstructed organisms
Hibernation and prolonged coma
Prolongation of youthful vigor
First cloned animals
Synthesis of unicellular organs
Organ regeneration
Man-animal chimeras

PHASE THREE: after 2000

Control of aging: extension of life span
Synthcsis of complex living organisms
Disembodied brains
Brain-computer links
Gene insertion and deletion
Cloned people
Brain-brain links
Man-machine chimeras
Indefinite postponement of death6

Either individually or in a small group examine the Table of
Developments, indicating your attitude toward these innovations.

1. Would you fund research, restrict research, or prohibit
such research aimed at achieving them?

9. What would be the long-range consequences of these
developments?

Students should individually and then in groups determine
whether or not they would fund, restrict, or prohibit research for
each of the areas listed. Phase One (1975) of the Table of Develop-
ments shows students that futurists are not always correct in mak-
ing forecasts, which a valuable lesson in futures thinking. Stu-
dents should also consider why some of these changes have not yet
occurred.
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We arc not suggesting any science fiction in this section, !-,ut
hope that by this time students will want to write their own, based
on a theme from Future Shock or The Biological Time Bomb.
Writing science fiction is also a very good way of expressing and
clarifying values. In making this assignment, ask students to des-
cribe either a preferable or a dystopian future. When the students
share their science fiction stories with each other, have them dis-
cuss the values being promoted in each. They may be surprised to
find that one person's utopia is another's dystopia. For a discus-
sion of valuing and futures thinking, teachers should read the
chapter by Sidney Simon and Howard Kirschenbaum entitled
"Values and the Futures Movement in Education" in Learning for
Tomorrow, edited by Alvin Toffler (New York: Vintage, 1974),
pp. 257-270.

While the concept of preventing, altering and/or inventing
futures is accepted by futurists, students often feel that little can
bc done to change the future. 1-kpefully, throughout this unit,
students have learned that alternative futures exist and that steps
can be taken to make the most desirable of these futur:::i a reality.
According to Simon and Kirschenbaum, a value is something you
believe and are willing to act upon. Students must realize that the
values upon which they are acting today are in fact creating the
world of tomorrow.

THE BIOLOGICAL REVOLUTION: Determining Your Role

The next activity raises the question: What values should we
apply in assessing biological research now for the future? One way
to involve students in alues clarification is to have them partici-
pate in a simulation. "Future Decisions: The I.Q. Game" (Simula-
tion and Gaming Association Publications, RR 2, Greentree Road,
Lebanon, Ohio 45036) was designed to make students aware of
the long-range col,cquences of the decisions being made today for
tomorrow. It also illustrates many of the other futures concepts
which have been discussed in previous sections. Teachers can use
this simulation either to introduce the biological revolution and its
futures impact or as a culminating activity to determine how
effective the unit has been. Student reaction will vary depending
upon when the game is used.

In this simulation participants are given the choice to serve or
not to serve on a hospital board charged with allocating a scarce
I.Q. drug. Those not serving on the board function as observers
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who note the values on which the various board members arebasing their decisions. When the board has finished its work, thcrcfollows a general debriefing in which these values are discussed.The values which compelled the observers not to serve are alsoexplored. The debriefing continues with the use of a cassette tapewhich forces the participant to consider the long-range implica-
tions of the decisions they have been making. To bring the stu-dents back to reality, the cassette closes with a quotation fromThe Biological Time Bomb. For a more complete description ofhow this game is played with students, see the November 1974
issue of Media C.7 Methods and the August 1974 issue of TheFuturist.

Flowers for Algernon by Daniel Keyes (New York: BantamBooks, Inc., 1967) involves students in values clarification in stillanother way as they watch the results of an experiment designedto raise the I.Q. of a retarded individual. For a more complete
discussion of these issues from the viewpoint of scientists, teachersshould write for the report prepared by Dr. John Edsall under thetitle cientific Freedom and Responsibility, published by the
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1515 Mas-sachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

The concept fmr this section is long-range thinking. Futuristsstress the importance of considering the long-range consequencesbefore decisions are made. When acting upon values, it is alsoiMportant to examine the long-range impact of these values onthose who will be living in the future.
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THE UNIVERSE AS A BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY:
THE UITIMATE QUESTION

The third chapter focuses on the question: What is the rela-
tionship of the human to the universe? In discussing the biological
revolution, many people fail to consider that changing the human
may ultimat?!y change the universe. Conversely, altering the uni-
verse may bring about profound changes in humanity. In order to
evaluate the long-range impact of the biological revolution, we
must become aware of the current proposals, to interfere with the
evolutionary process not only on our own, but on other planets.
Such value laden questions can now only be examined through the
futures perspect ive.

BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING ON A UNIVERSAL SCALE: De-
fining the Limits

Biologists are already proposing that we alter the universe to
fit a human design. The activity in this section poses the question:
Under what conditions should we interfere with life on another
planet? Set the stage for a debate by describing the plot of The
Last and First Men, a novel by Olaf Stapleton (New York: Pen-
guin, 1938). In this novelin order to avoid extinctionthe hu-
man race must decide whether or not to alter the atmosphere of
another planet. The dilemma: living organisms are found in the
atmosphere of this planet. The question: should the planet be
altered so that the human race can survive? After students debate
this issue, point out that astronomy Professor Carl Sagan has al-
ready developed a method for changing the atmosphere of Venus.
He proposes to introduce blue-green algae into the atmosphere in
order to bring about rain, thereby changing its climatic conditions.
His proposition has already been laboratory tested. For a descrip-
tion of this project, see The Nex! Ten Thousand Years by Adrian
Berry (New York: New American Library, 1974), pp. 67-68.

The film "2001: A Space Odyssey" explores the relationship
of the human to the universe in another context. The Martian
Chronicles by Ray Bradbury (New York: Bantam Books, 1972)
and Solaris by Stanislas Lem, translated by Joanna Kilmartin and
Steve Cox (New York: Walker, 1970), examine human contact
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with other worlds and point cm the potential damage earthlings
could bring to their new environment unless their values change.
Solaris underscores the danger of exploring the unknown before
people fully understand themselves. Teachers will find that the
February 1976 issue of The Futurist is devoted to "Space Colo-
nies: The Higher Frontier" and will serve as a stimulus for further
discussion in this area.

The concept is spaceship earth/universe. It may be surprising
to find this concept in a unit on the biological revolution. How-
ever, we are already altering the environment of our own plan,:t
and can extend this potential to space in the future. The values
which we apply to our own planet should bc seriously examined
before we apply them to space exploration.

BEYOND BIOLOGY: Developing Exobiology

Perhaps the most value laden series of issues to be examined
through the futures perspective are those which would arise if we
were to come in contact with life on other planets. As Carl Sagan
points out in The Cosmic Connection (New York: Dell Publishing
Co., 1975), the science which will profit most from such a dis-
covery will be biology. He adds that "... biologists have been
studying only onc form of life on Earth."7 In space exobiologists
(those who study extraterrestrial life) may encounter other forms
which may give them an entirely new perspective and comp!:!ftly
revolutionize the biological sciences.

As a way of introducing this section, explain the similarities
of the various life forms on this planet. Teachers from disciplines
other than biology may want to invite a guest speaker or have a
student interested in biology make this presentation. To evaluate
the impact of the discovery of extraterrestrial life forms on all
aspects of human existence, have the students make a futures
wheel. (Note: Instructions for making a futures wheel can be
found in thc article entitled "Easy Ways to Help Children Think
About the Future" in the August 1974 issue of The Futurist, p.
187.) For a fictionalized account of an encounter with a new form
of life see The Andromeda Strain by Michael Crichton (New York:
Knopf, 1969).

Since the future will always hold the unexpected, futurists
believe that people will continue to need to be flexible and adapt-
able to change. Students should seriously discuss whether or not
values must also bc flexible and adaptable.
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THE UNIVERSE AS TEACHER: Exploring the Unknown

The activity in this section is: What do humans have in com-
mon with mung beans? Several days before showing the film The
Ultimate Mystery produced by Hartley Productions, Cos Cob,
Connecticut, ask for student volunteers to participate in an experi-
ment. Have them grow the same number of mung beans in two
jars. They should love one jar and simply water the other. Have
them bring both jars to class the day that the film will be shown.
One segment of this film features a class of science students who
have participated in a similar experiment. Viewers see that the
"loved" beans filled the jars and continued to grow while the
growth of those which were ignored was not nearly so rapid. For-
mer astronaut Edgar Mitchell opens this film by talking about the
changes which occurred witilin him when he first saw the earth
from space. He is currently seeking to understand more fully the
relationship of humans to the universe. The Ultimate Mystery ex-
plores the untapped potential of the human, and viewers are
shown hou scientists are seeking to probe some of the mysteries
of the human mind/body.

Teachers may want to summarize or have advanced students
read The Dispossessed by Ursula LeGuin (New York: Avon Books,
1975), which describes a colony of people living on a moon where
they have few resources and have had to learn to live in harmony
with their environment.

Holding a poetic reverence for the universe is an important
concept in futures thinking. George Lconard is one of the futurists
whose work exemplifies this concept. In his book The Transforma-
tion (New York: Delacorte Press, 1972), he maintains that humans
are evolving to a higher state of consciousness. This heightened
awareness is demonstrated by their ability to live in harmony with
themselves and their environment. Students should examine their
values in relationship to the universe and discuss whether or not
their actions demonstrate a poetic reverence for it.

THE UNIVERSE FROM WITHIN AND WITHOUT: Discovering
the Cosmic Connection

Students should examine the relationship of their biological
systems to the universe. To introduce the activity for the last
section, show the film "Cosmic Zoom" (McGlaw-Hill) and then
read the following passage from "Four Quartets" by T. S. Eliot:
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We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time... .8

As a culminating activity, students should create a multi-
media presentation showing the relationship of inner and outer
space. Teachers will find still more ideas from reading The Inner-
space Project by Jeff Berner (New York: World Publishing, 1972).

The concept for this section is inner space/outer space. As
shown in the film, a universe exists within each of us and we are
each a part of a larger wholea concept that baffles many people.
On one level, it can be looked at from the viewpoint of systems
think. On another level it can be examined from the perspective of
the ecologist. On still another level it can be perceived thr)ugh the
developing awareness described by George Leonard and ultimately
experienced in the tradition of the world's great mystics.
Journeying into inner and outer space on any level will help stu-
dents develop a greater understanding of themselves and their
values.

VALUES/ACTIONS: Defusing the Biological Time Bomb

Once students have started to integrate inner and outer space
and begun to clarify their values through the futures perspective,
they should return to the present. By this time they will have
become sufficiently aware of the issues presented by the biological
revolution to want to become more personally involved through
action. Some will heed the words of Dr. Leroy Augenstein and
inform others of its problems/possibilities. Still others will want to
interview political candidates in order to determine their stands on
various biological issues. Those who choose to make a more per-
sonal commitment may enroll in an organ donor program. De-
pending upon their beliefs, students may decide to participate
actively in programs such as Zero Population Growth or Right to
Life. To prevent an undesirable future, they may want to volun-
teer to work with organizations such as the March of Dimes in
order to conquer birth defects or they may choose to work with a
local hunger crisis center in order to change the future by improv-
ing the present. The biological time bomb can be defused only if
we take action today.
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